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decisive point to a secondary theatre of war. Turkey was
not to be beaten in Mesopotamia—a handful of her troops
might be.
From the first, this fact was appreciated—though subse-
quently it was somewhat lost sight of—and a decision was
sought elsewhere.
Turkey was attacked by Eussia in the Caucasus, while Great
Britain carried out her protective measures in Mesopotamia
and in Egypt. Then, at the Dardanelles, we aimed a blow
at the vital centre, a blow which just failed to get home
because the enemy was a little better prepared to parry it
than we were to deliver it. Subsequently,, the weight of
attack shifted to the Tigris and to Palestine.
There was, however, another vital point at which, in 1914,
Turkey was not prepared—Alexandretta, the port of Aleppo.
Aleppo was the centre of communications (at first only by
road, later by rail) between Constantinople and the various
battle-fronts, but at the beginning of the war th$ Turks had
no considerable force there, nor could they concentrate one
rapidly, because the tunnel on the Constantinople railway
through the Taurus mountains was unfinished. As a combined
Haval and Military operation, a landing in the G-ulf of Alex-
andretta presented no insuperable difficulties—indeed it was
looked upon as a feasible and desirable proposition both at the
War Office and at General Headquarters in Egypt.
However, the plan for landing a force on the G-allipoli
peninsula was already being formed, and the suggestion to
strike at Aleppo sank into oblivion.,In 1916,, when it appeared
as if the Turks might advance upon Egypt, it was revived, but
by then the opportunity had passed. The enemy was on 'the
alert, the tunnel through the Taurus mountains was com-
pleted, the railway was working, hostile submarines were in
the Mediterranean. No longer was the operation feasible.
Had we concentrated our efforts upon landing a force in
the Gulf of Alexandretta when first the proposition was
mooted, it is possible—even probable—that we should have
succeeded in producing a far greater effect upon the Turko-
German war-plans in the Middle East than we did by the
costly and abortive attempt to force the Dardanelles; as a
corollary, the problem in Mesopotamia would have been solved.
Destructive criticism—especially in the light of after events
—is usually easy. The criticism attempted in the foregoing
paragraphs is intended to be constructive. In essentials it
amounts to this :—

